English Grammar - Gender of Nouns
Beginner Worksheets

Worksheet-1

State whether the following words belong to the masculine or the feminine gender.
Write M for masculine and F for feminine.

1. nephew (   )
2. wife (    )
3. cow (     )
4. bride (    )
5. host (    )
6. mistress (     )
7. monk (   )
8. vixen (    )
9. uncle (  )
10. headmaster (   )
11. heroine (    )
12. waitress (    )
13. gander (    )
14. spinster (   )
Answers

1. nephew ( M )
2. wife ( F )
3. cow ( F )
4. bride ( F )
5. host ( M )
6. mistress ( F )
7. monk ( M )
8. vixen ( F )
9. uncle ( M )
10. headmaster ( M )
11. heroine ( F )
12. waitress ( F )
13. gander ( M )
14. spinster ( F )